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ABSTRACT

As a minimum requirement people need and want to see clearly the food’s description, the brand, the use by/best before date, and the price. Respondents know that words lie, pictures mislead, and marketers tell stories. Consequently, the overriding principle of the product description and food packaging is to let the product offer direct sensory evidence of its appearance and qualities. In the supermarket, the sight of food is the primary indexical evidence available to the customer. Transparency/visibility becomes an overriding goal in food packaging because it enables direct, sensory product evidence; validation of benchmark claims; comparison to competitor product; and imagined consumption. The accompanied and eye-tracked shops demonstrated that respondents are very tactile with food where they can be – e.g. with fruit and vegetables - and the transparency of meat packaging was especially important and used by respondents as a shortcut for judging food benchmark. Price can eclipse other aspects of the Brand information, especially for lower income respondents. Those with high income displayed different attitudes to those with lower income in terms of the perceived options available. Respondents in lower paid jobs paid more attention to special price offers, and thus respectively paid less attention to food primary, secondary and tertiary packs directly. Individual dietary requirements are key in determining the use of and engagement with different elements of food Brand information. The level and extent of information required is often driven by specific dietary needs or underlying health conditions – e.g. health (allergies, high blood pressure), religion (kosher), or morals/choice/lifestyle (vegetarian, vegan, dieting), and thus a need to hone in on particular information.
Respondents avoid reading the back of food packs by using words or symbols on the front as ‘beacons’ to quickly guide shopping. Any particular respondent has his or her own agenda and is unlikely to be interested in the totality of primary, secondary and tertiary packs. The respondent’s goal is to exercise their selective attention, securing key elements of information, while ignoring the broad mass of material (i.e. they develop Short cut for information). Some participants reported struggling with the volume of information provided on food packages suggesting that there was simply too much. The challenge is that different respondents think that different elements are superfluous, and that different individual elements constitute overcrowding or overshadowing to different respondents. Because it serves, a range of descriptive tasks (e.g. detailing food ingredients and constituents, explaining how to cook the food) food primary, secondary and tertiary packs is a hybrid text, presenting a range of different vocabularies and sets of assumptions. Some of the component messages may be patronizingly simple whereas some descriptions of ingredients and constituents may presume a level of knowledge that the general respondent may lack. It has been found that particularly w.r.t. the food industry, there is relatively less involvement during purchasing and evidence shows what all information customers actually look for when they buy, vis-a-vis what they say they look at.
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**BACKGROUND**

There is an overriding assumption that the supermarket ‘brand’ guarantees a level of food ‘safety’, alleviating respondents of the responsibility to review primary, secondary and tertiary packs to ensure their safety. It had been noted that Co-op stores put lot of individual assurance aspects under their general Co-op ‘do-good’ umbrella – everything is fairly sourced, bought, farmed, etc., so respondents can buy what they want from one source. Respondents assume that well-known brands have reached and surpassed minimum standards with regard to the food’s benchmark and safety. Respondents because of this inherent assumed trust that the product meets or surpasses an appropriate standard do not seek out information, or claims, about benchmark and safety provided on the packaging. The importance of food Brand information increases when buying for other people, particularly babies and young children. People spent the most time looking at baby food Brand information, and when buying for other people. Generally, participants tended to look out for
reassurance of specific qualities such as no E numbers, no caffeine, and low fat (or most frequently ‘lite’). ‘Best before’ and ‘use by’ are confused terms - Low understanding leads to relaxed attitudes towards date Brand information once in the home. People use a minimal amount of food primary, secondary and tertiary packs in the home when preparing familiar or routine meals, using familiar ingredients or cooking methods. The information people say is important to them when buying food was not necessarily supported by what is actually in their cupboards, or how they actually use the information once in the home - particularly with regard to date Brand information. There is a lack of understanding of the implication of the date Brand information with regard to using, freezing and storing food, especially for opened pre-sealed foods. There is less concern about date Brand information on canned and pre-frozen items, for example, respondents exert the attitude ‘you can’t go wrong with tins’. Country of origin information is not a priority when shopping in the supermarket. The majority of respondents are unaware that country of origin was defined according to ‘location of last substantial change’. When shopping, respondents are steered by ingrained preconceptions about where foods come from, predisposing them to notice text and symbols, which reconfirm assumptions.

**Country of origin**

Safety is a universal priority for respondents, but they are easily reassured about safety. (i.e. supermarket umbrella assurances). The Brand information is an important benchmark, and country flag acts as a general umbrella assurance for food miles (referred to by respondents as air miles), farming standards, and even organic. This results in lots of blurring of meanings (e.g. animal welfare is implicit in organic) and low engagement with specific formal symbols denoting benchmark. Respondents were reassured by ‘Country of manufacture’, but engage more with terms such as ‘organic’, ‘free range’ if they are prioritizing animal welfare. Animal welfare can be important to people but is rarely a factor in choice as respondents feel they are not given the information. Respondents say they are concerned about food miles, but their behaviour suggests otherwise. Authenticity is important for products, which are, in respondents’ minds strongly associated with a particular country. Country of origin information has greater influence in certain categories such as meat where some respondents feel more comfortable with locally sourced products. Some respondents say they prefer to buy meat from the local butchers or farmers markets rather than the supermarket due to the connotations of freshness. However not all respondents who expressed this preference actually purchase their meat from local butchers or farmers markets. In order to conduct a
study to investigate what information people really look at on food Brand information, and why people look at particular pieces of information. Several recent research projects had been conducted, which investigated peoples’ use and understanding of Brand information on food products. However, these projects all used relatively traditional methodologies such as focus groups and questionnaires, which, by their nature, explore what respondents say they do, rather than observing, and discussing, their actual behaviour. A study in May 2010 investigated the potential of eye-tracking technology as a way of discerning what food packaging information shoppers really look at in a real world setting, rather than relying on what they say they look at. The study concluded that eye tracking is feasible in the natural environment of the supermarket, and is capable of differentiating particular food Brand information amongst the wide range of information found on food packaging. Overall, the aim of the research was to find out what main shoppers think about and refer to when shopping for habitual and first time purchases, and how they behave according to the format and usability of Brand information. The present study aimed to develop insights based on more advanced technologies such as eye-tracking, to investigate actual behaviour and establish what information people really look at (as opposed to what they say they look at). In particular, the aim was to determine what information on food Brand information people refer to when shopping, how much the information is used and to what extent different types of primary, secondary and tertiary packs information effect purchase decisions. Whilst the primary focus was to study the use of non-nutritional primary, secondary and tertiary packs or information, the use of nutrition primary, secondary and tertiary packs was inevitably part of people’s behaviour and so is included in the report where relevant, and especially where it helps to illustrate the interpretation of other elements of the Brand information. Particular focus was on country of origin primary, secondary and tertiary packs.

- Determine what information people refer to when shopping, and to what extent different types of primary, secondary and tertiary packs information effects purchase decisions.
- To explore behaviour around Country of Origin information.
- Highlight any issues regarding the user-friendliness of food Brand informations.
- Investigate how people interact with Brand information in the home.
- Develop insights based on advanced technologies such as eye-tracking.

**OBJECTIVES**
1. To understand and find out the type of packing, packaging and primary, secondary and tertiary packs information respondents’ look for during purchase.
2. To know the extent of change in purchase decisions of customer’s w.r.t. the various standard models of primary, secondary and tertiary packs used by the marketer.
3. To explore how the products information as in ‘country of manufacturing’ effects the buying decisions.
4. To know if the clear and candid information displayed on the pack has an impact on the buying behaviour.
5. To investigate if packaging and primary, secondary and tertiary packs information brings a positive word of mouth in the peer-group.
6. To explore the usage of latest processes and technologies that are used to understand the impact of packaging and primary, secondary and tertiary packs on buyer’s purchase pattern.

The research was planned to be executed in Six Steps across the population of Delhi-NCR in context of selected organized retail food stores. Using the method of direct and indirect observation to attain the above mentioned objectives in a ‘natural environment’, so that the differentiation in packaging and primary, secondary and tertiary packs at the point of purchase for a particular category of food products can be explored in real life perspective. Another important purpose was to know how the respondents use the food product’s primary, secondary and tertiary packs information during their actual use of that product. The study tries to examine the impact of ‘Made in Country’, expiry and manufacturing dates, benchmark accreditations, brand value, as indicators of preferred purchase.

Research Questions
- How much time respondents spend referring to Brand Information (both thinking and reading).
- The order people look at certain pieces of information.
- Whether people find food primary, secondary and tertiary packs information user-friendly e.g. in terms of font size, colour and layout and language.
- Whether respondents find it difficult to use Brand information due to: small text; bad contrast between text and background; layout of the information; insufficient illumination in the shop, too much or confusing information.
- Whether the type of product, in terms of its size, shape, or materials used, affects the usability of the Brand information, Understanding and interpretation of the information on Brand, Why certain information on the Brand is not used, Differences by the different
types of shop/shopping occasion, Difference between first time and subsequent/habitual purchase on use of the Brand information.

**Eye tracking in Retail Mock Area**

Focus in more detail on country of origin, expiry dates, and benchmark indicators - eye tracking allowed us to analyze the line of sight and to assess the role of the logo and colors, symbols and messages and explore literal vs. culturally influenced assumptions influencing choices. It was found that there was very low engagement with food Brand information for routine or habitual purchases. For example how-to-use instructions can seem simplistic and patronizing. On the pack, respondents were offered quantitative information about the nutritional properties of food in technical language they generally did not understand – e.g. the difference between ‘kJ’ and ‘kcal’. Respondents displayed an awareness of basic nutritional issues - they knew they should reduce their intake of salt and fat, and increase their intake of fruit, vegetables and fiber - but very few respondents understood the differences between saturated, unsaturated and monounsaturated fats, grasped the basics of cholesterol, or could say what omega oils are. Ingredient lists naming preservatives, sweeteners, colorants and other complex organic compounds often exceeded the comprehension of most respondents. Non-regulated marketing claims and graphics can mislead, overshadow, clutter, or disengage respondents with mandatory legislation. Across different retailers and food manufacturers there are strong consistencies across food packaging, including the packaging solution, color choices for background and text, ‘markers’ showing variations within the type, types of promotional claim, imagery, and types of brand name. This exposes the apparent paradox of competing retailers and manufacturers sharing the same packaging conventions, and thus, to an extent, co-operating with each other. Food - primary, secondary and tertiary packs has become a collage of disparate, sometimes competing messages. It is a mixed-motive medium - some product messages are cautionary in intent, enforced by regulation. However, most are voluntary, exuberant, self-expressive and self-promotional. Semiotic analysis offered some theoretical insight as to why the use of ‘Country of manufacture’ on a packet of chicken may not convey the country of origin to the respondent but may convey an implication of benchmark, and why ‘local’ can be understood to convey organic or high benchmark despite the actual definition of local differing from that of organic. The packaging materials and colors used can have a strong impact in the way messages were interpreted.
METHODS

The research was conducted in Delhi-NCR, in main retail supermarkets, and covered a range of life stages - pre-family, family, post family, and different shopping missions. All participants were main household shoppers (a mix of men and women, although the sample was skewed towards women due to tendency for them to fulfil this role). Mix of urban and semi-rural locations was there. Split between pre-family (no children living at home), family (currently have children living at home) and post family (no children currently at home). An age spread of between 18-60 fell out naturally. Within pre-family we recruited a mix of individuals and couples, with in families we recruited a mix of younger families (oldest child less than 12 years old) and older family (children in family aged between 12 and 18 years old). Mix of different stores across the sample (Reliance Retail, Big Bazaar, Spencer’s, SPAR, Easy Day). Based on where we were able to obtain permissions for conducting research in the store, and minimizing the amount of within region travel between stores. Mix of different in-store missions: main store shoppers, top up shoppers within main and smaller location top up shops.

Research was conducted in five phases, which built upon the work undertaken in the previous stage(s):

- 15 non eye-tracked accompanied shopping trips (in real life context).
- 36 eye-tracked shopping trips (in real life context).
- 15 filmed accompanied meals (ethnographic home visits and interviews).
- 20 eye-tracked tasked shops in Retail Lab.
- 6 ‘follow-up’ eye-tracked tasked purchases.

Participants were recruited for each phase of the research and were not involved in more than one phase.

Non eye-tracked accompanied shops

Non eye-tracked accompanied shopping trips were conducted with individual respondents. During the accompanied shop, the accompanying researcher observed the respondent in real time, and where appropriate the respondent talked through their shopping process as they shopped. People can forget about or neglect to mention the small things that make a difference to their behaviour, and this ‘commentary’ with some more detailed probing helped to get inside the respondent’s frame of mind and decision making throughout the shopping process. This ‘broad brush’ initial stage of the research acted as a useful steer for issues to
develop in the subsequent eye-tracked shopping trips, and in framing the range of users. Non-eye-tracked shops identified that respondents were influenced by price, use short cuts to information, and want to view meat products and handle fruit and vegetables. Following the shop the researcher would discuss with the participants their shopping behaviour and the reasons for that behaviour. The location for this de-brief varied, and depended upon participant preference with the majority taking place in a café or coffee shop near to, or in, the supermarket.

**Eye-tracked shopping trips**

Eye tracking was used in stage 2 of the research. Each eye-tracked shop was unaccompanied and participants undertook their main or top up shop as normal. Eye tracking pinpoints and records precisely where shoppers are looking. Each participant wore a pair of eye tracking glasses which recorded onto a mini recorder the participant wore. Due care was taken to ensure that participants were able to shop as normally as possible and did not feel under time pressure to complete their shop. On returning from their shop the researcher talked through and explored their behaviour, whilst reviewing with the participants some of the eye tracking footage of the shopping trip they had just completed. This discussion and review of footage took place in a mobile viewing suite, parked in the supermarket’s car park or near the supermarket. Eye-tracking footage and subsequent interviews provided information to allow the further development of the spectrum of users and the impact of habitual behaviour. This method also clarified understanding of respondents’ interaction with country of origin information, and enabled a fuller analysis of the use of ‘short cuts’ and the impact of price and its ability to overshadow other aspects of primary, secondary and tertiary packs.

**Ethnographic home visits**

Accompanied meals were conducted with respondents in their homes at meal times to explore the use of food primary, secondary and tertiary packs when preparing food and at the meal table, and how this use of Brand information at home might impact upon subsequent behaviour at the next time of purchase. The researcher observed and filmed each family, couple or individual recruited for breakfast, lunch or their evening meal, and noted how food primary, secondary and tertiary packs was used (or not used) during the preparation and consumption of that meal. The researcher also made note of the contents of participants’ cupboards and fridge – especially the contradictions between what people say is important to them when they buy food and what they have already bought. After the meal, the researcher
asked questions about their observations. The ‘seriousness’ brought by the camera encouraged participants to let the researcher explore their homes. Accompanied meals identified when and how respondents put away shopping on return from the shop, provided further insight into the spectrum of Brand information users, and enabled exploration of the variation between actual and reported purchase behaviour, by means of examining cupboard contents following a discussion. Observations highlighted inconsistencies between the importance of date Brand information when purchasing food in the store and respondents’ use of them once in the home.

**Purchases in Mock Retail Lab**

Participants were tasked with specific questions in the Retail Lab. The Retail Lab is a mock store which can be laid out to represent aisles within a variety of different types of outlets. The layout of the store can be changed for different scenarios to allow different types of tests. Whilst it is not a ‘real’ retail environment this method was chosen as it is an ideal tool to use to assist in analyzing more specific areas of food primary, secondary and tertiary packs. Individually, participants were tasked with making three selections from the shelves within the Retail Lab. Participants wore field of vision glasses (a less sophisticated version of eye-tracking which tracks the line of sight) and after the purchases were made, participants took part in an interview using the field of vision data to unpick, discuss, and explore their use of food Brand information in their selection process. The final six tasked purchases in the Retail Lab were eye-tracked, which enabled further and more detailed exploration regarding country of origin, best before dates, and wording/symbols perceived as denoting ‘benchmark’, which were highlighted throughout the progression of the study as areas requiring depth of exploration.

Questions in the Retail Lab were the following:

1. Find a product that you consider gives you information about its country of origin.
2. Find a milk product you can use every day next week.
3. Find a ‘high benchmark’ and a ‘low benchmark’ cereal.

The tasked purchases allowed further development of the role of wider contextual issues and explore directly the actual impact this had on the use of primary, secondary and tertiary packs. The findings indicated that respondents often use preconceived assumptions about country of origin to guide their purchases, honing in on certain information such as country flags to reconfirm these assumptions. The final element of the project was a semiotic analysis
of food Brand information, used to complete the picture with regard to the role and impact of food primary, secondary and tertiary packs at the final stage in this research. Semiotics is a desk based approach to the study of systems of communication and their meanings within the wider context - both in terms of society as a whole, individuals’ own experiences, likes, dislikes, and their terms of reference. The individual elements of food Brand information are not only collections of text and images but they can be described as being ‘signposts’ or ‘logo and colors’. These logo and colors are formed through the society that creates them. By looking at different Brand information it is possible to identify and analyze the relationship between the logo and colors and symbols and messages used and the cultural context in which it is operating. This can result in a much clearer understanding of the conventions that are in use in that particular market segment. It is also often the case that a semiotic analysis not only lays out existing conventions, but is able to point out where and how new opportunities exist to reach the same target audiences. The semiotic analysis ‘frames’ and places in context the issues previously identified from other elements of the research. It is a useful building block in that it allowed exploration into the primary, secondary and tertiary packs issues the research had identified within their cultural context rather than in isolation. Semiotic analysis had been used in the present study as a thread to pull together the analysis, and it helps frame the understanding of the ways in which respondents use food primary, secondary and tertiary packs. In broad terms the semiotic analysis is a development of the inquisitive thinking that has underpinned the research throughout this project looking for the meaning, importance and impact in the ‘cues’ that are picked up by respondents. For example, semiotic analysis indicated that text that is small and thus difficult to read may be being drowned out not only by physical means (i.e. the surrounding text being bigger) but by text that has a ‘bigger’ message; a message that is more relevant to that individual respondent. This may help to explain why the use of ‘Country of manufacture’ on a packet of chicken conveyed an implication of benchmark as well as the country of origin; and why ‘local’ can be understood to convey ‘organic’ or ‘high benchmark’. Despite the actual definition of ‘local’ differing from that of ‘organic’ the bigger message is more relevant to the individual respondent and a non-literal meaning is inferred.

**Nonreaders - Lack of time, interest or need**

Respondents who spent the last time looking at food Brand information tended to feel they had particularly limited time for shopping, and therefore for reading food Brand information’s. These respondents also showed a general disinterest in food, a lack of
awareness of which foods are ‘healthy’, or the information which is available to them about food products. Some people said they perceived little need to seek information about food, describing instead a ‘trial and error’ approach to shopping based on their own and their families’ taste preferences. These respondents tended not to be serious dieters, or suffer from allergies or other medical conditions which require special dietary considerations.

**Price can eclipse other aspects of the Brand information**

Some participants were observed making spontaneous purchases without looking at the food Brand information (particularly top-up shoppers or people buying lunch in smaller stores) – and their subsequent interviews revealed that these were most often motivated by a special price offer. In some cases, special price offers overshadowed information pertaining to health, benchmark, or usage information. Some respondents adopted an attitude where buying low priced food was the priority. These respondents genuinely knew very little about food and were not interested in reading Brand information – the offer was too much of a bargain for them to be concerned with what was in the food. Other respondents within the non-reader group displayed a rather more dismissive attitude towards reading Brand information explaining that this is their way of avoiding the ‘guilt’ of knowing too much about a suspected lower benchmark food, in order to justify buying the lower priced food. These respondents approached food Brand information with the attitude of ‘what I don’t know can’t/won’t hurt me’.

**Word of mouth by friends negates the need for reading the Brand information**

Advice and recommendations of friends, family, diet clubs, television, magazines and books were perceived as highly credible and negated the need for Brand information reading. The advice of a good friend was an acceptable ‘short cut’ for respondents with a perceived lack of time and interest. A dieter in the sample was advised by her dieting group to look out for low fat foods. Knowing also that she must avoid calorific foods, she formed the assumption that that ‘low fat’ must equate to low calories, subsequently glossing over indications of high calories on food Brand information (such as high sugar, high GI, portion sizes in relation to the amount of fat/calories etc).

**‘Common sense’ approach**

Most of the sample fell within this group. Very few people dismissed food Brand information completely and for most, shopping tended to be guided by their existing common sense or ‘knowledge’ (even if this knowledge is based on misconception) and by specific conditions,
allergies, and other dietary requirements, which force them to be aware of certain food information. Respondents were happy with their choices although can be misguided. In most instances participants said they are satisfied with the information they obtain from food Brand information’s, however not all were interpreting the meaning of information entirely correctly. For example; one participant bought particular bread because it stated ‘brown bread’ - mistakenly assuming ‘brown bread’ meant ‘wholegrain’. Another participant picked up a yogurt marked ‘reduced fat’ assuming this meant low fat. Ingrained assumptions about food, and repeated purchase of food based on these assumptions, evidently influenced shoppers’ engagement with and interpretation of particular information on food Brand information’s.

**Shoppers use ‘beacons’ to guide their shopping**

Within the ‘common sense’ group participants used specific words or symbols to help them quickly identify ‘approved’ food items. Participants explained how they had come to associate certain symbols with the information they want to know, which then act as ‘beacons’ on subsequent shopping trips to make shopping more efficient. Specific wording or graphical images become ‘short cuts’ to information for the respondent - encouraging habitual purchase, but also providing instant reassurance on the suitability of new products without the need for reading the Brand information in detail. A male respondent was observed making a misguided assumption about a sandwich based on the description on the front of the packaging. The participant claimed he was allergic to mayonnaise but actually bought a ‘cheese sandwich’, which on close inspection, actually contained mayonnaise. He had assumed that because ‘mayonnaise’ was not specified in the description on the front of the packet the sandwich would not contain mayonnaise. The danger of relying on shortcuts to information is that the respondent may never assimilate the full picture because the short cut negates the perceived need to engage with other aspects of the food Brand information, especially the back of the pack. The result is that people may consume, avoid, prepare, or store incorrectly certain foods based on ingrained misconceptions. The present study also found that respondents draw assumptions about food products from stereotypes, which predisposes them to notice particular aspects of the Brand information. Selective visualization of the packaging serves to back up their assumptions – e.g. participants said it was logical to assume that pasta is made in Italy, therefore seeing an Italian flag on the packet complied with expectations and signified authenticity.
The impact of special dietary requirements

The majority of Brand information reading was driven by selective attention to specific information pertaining to a particular health condition or dietary requirement. Use of food primary, secondary and tertiary packs were largely driven by underlying health conditions / requirements, religious beliefs and lifestyle choices – e.g. allergies, high blood pressure, vegetarian / vegan, dieting. Health issues heighten knowledge and awareness of particular foods to consume or avoid, and the severity of the condition determines the sophistication of information sought. For example; a sufferer of high blood pressure wanted to know the actual salt content of the food and consulted the nutrition information chart; an individual of Muslim faith wanted to check the list of ingredients for gelatin; a less strict vegetarian was reassured on the suitability of a food product by simply seeing the green certified ‘V’ symbol. ‘I need to be mindful of the balance between protein and carbs at all times.

Detail Seekers - Food is central to well-being

Detail seekers were a small portion of the sample, and were differentiated from the majority by their passion for food, understanding of food Brand information, and stated need for a sophisticated level of information. These respondents stated a preference for buying food from farmers markets and local butchers, and mentioned various non-supermarket sources they interact with in order to find out about food, such as the internet, TV cookery/documentary programs, nutrition and recipe books. Food plays an important role in their lives and are directly related to well-being, and during the purchase decision, price was secondary to the perceived benchmark. Of the detail seekers, some understood primary, secondary and tertiary packs thoroughly, almost to the point of questioning the authenticity of all packaged food and favoured local farmers markets or smaller independent sources (e.g. farm shops, butchers, growing their own vegetables). Consuming high benchmark food revolves around the sense of worth associated with considering animal welfare, supporting local farmers, and eating truly authentic food. Others within the detail seekers group were highly motivated to understand the information on food Brand information, with health and optimal nutrition as the focal point. For example, one participant reported browsing the detail on the Brand information of products to check for GM or artificial ingredients. Detail seekers were highly aware of food primary, secondary and tertiary packs, and gave detailed rationalizations of purchases, but Brand information reading was not always manifest in observed behaviour.
Legislation versus marketing

The supermarket shelf is a competitive environment and accordingly manufacturers are keen to present their product in the best possible light. Such marketing claims often supply quick reassurances without providing the full picture. These non-governed claims can either inform the respondent or can lead to misconceptions because respondents perceive that they negate the need to read the back of the Brand information. For example ‘farm fresh produce’ provides a reassurance of benchmark or about how healthy the food is, without providing any specific information. Manufacturers must also comply with regulations, and respondents sometimes perceived that ‘unnecessary’ information clutters the food Brand information. Because of the reassurance provided by the marketing claims, respondents consider mandatory information as unnecessary. This behaviour is at odds with the government view that this is important information, which the respondent needs to know. Respondents were very tactile when selecting food produce, and being able to see food through the packaging was very important and used by participants as a shortcut for judging food benchmark – especially for meat, fruit and vegetables. There is an overriding assumption that large supermarket ‘brands’ (e.g. Reliance Retail, Big Bazaar, Spencer’s, SPAR, Easy Day), guarantee a level of food ‘safety’, alleviating respondents of the responsibility to review primary, secondary and tertiary packs to ensure the food’s safety. Respondents assume that supermarkets have an obligation to, and a stake in, complying with government regulations regarding food primary, secondary and tertiary packs. ‘The supermarket won’t sell anything that’s unsafe for you, they have to follow regulations. Thus, many respondents feel they can safely ignore the majority of food primary, secondary and tertiary packs information on food products in major supermarket chains, because the supermarket assures a certain level of benchmark. ‘There is no need to worry about reading food Brand information as someone else is worrying about the benchmark/safety of the food for me’ (Female, young, Noida).

This attitude was reinforced by generally positive experiences with food products purchased by the majority of respondents - respondents see not paying attention to food primary, secondary and tertiary packs as having limited negative consequences. Umbrella in-store signage quickly communicates several messages to the respondent pertaining to the benchmark of its offering at the same time – ‘free range’ equates to good animal welfare, good nutrition, and ‘healthy’, which all equate to high benchmark. Trusted brands can steer focus away from other Brand information, and evoke assumptions that familiar brands signify safe, good benchmark ingredients. Participants looked less closely at branded products in the tasked purchases in the Retail Lab, glossing over less healthy indications. Respondents
tended to assume superior health value in branded products compared to own Brand information and Value equivalents. For example, when asked whether a branded high sugar and salty cereal with low fiber is better or worse benchmark than an own Brand information box of whole wheat flakes, participants still perceived the branded cereal to be of higher benchmark, despite being able to decipher higher and lower nutritional benchmark within a branded range of cereals. ‘I assume branded products taste better and have been produced in a more controlled way’ (Female, Retail Lab). Benchmark is also a learned behaviour, full of deep-rooted personal associations and emotional bonds. Trusted family favorites carry emotional ties - childhood memories, nostalgic moments like an anniversary, birthday, or holiday. Brand is very strong in this, offering a degree of constancy and standardization, which can be applied to other products under the same brand, and has a big impact on the perception of benchmark - eclipsing other messages about the benchmark.

For example branded cornflakes were chosen over retailer’s own brand equivalent even though the respondent admitted the nutritional information said all the same things, and equally, branded chocolate cereal was chosen in preference to own brand bran flakes even though the participant knew that nutritionally the product is inferior. ‘My mum gave me Kellogg Rice Crispies when I was a kid, it must be good for you’ (Male, Retail Lab)

**Pack materials and Colour**

The packaging materials used and the colors used also had a strong impact on the perceived benchmark of a product. Whilst many respondents equated basic packing, thin unbleached cardboard (e.g. Tesco Value), lots of white space (e.g. Sainsbury’s basics) with low benchmark goods, other respondents thought the use of more basic packaging signified a higher degree of eco-awareness and were thus higher benchmark products. Other respondents signified a masculine meaning from the use of basic packing reflecting the different cultural contexts of those different respondents. A case in Noida where the impact of text size was obvious encounter where an older shopper with poor eyesight and health complications limiting their intake of salt and saturated fat intake required a family assistant to shop with them who could navigate food primary, secondary and tertiary packs. The assistant accompanied the shopper, reading packing fine print to ensure the products purchased met with their dietary requirements.
**Practical and Navigational difficulties**

Whilst the use of small font sizes on packaging can be problematic from a practical point of view (i.e., respondents with poor eyesight having practical difficulty reading the information presented), the use of small font sizes also has an impact in terms of the prominence of the logo and colors presented, and can increase the impact of overcrowding and the competition between competing logo and colors on the Brand information. Indeed, people are likely to acquire more health requirements as they age, but their ability to read the Brand information decreases as they age. Older shoppers within the sample reported needing assistance with obtaining important health information from the food primary, secondary and tertiary packs that they were using. Whilst the physical proximity of other logo and colors (text or pictures) may overshadow a food package and obscure the messages therein, the logo and colors present on a Brand information can also be obscured by elements that are added to the packet or shelf. The message presented is ‘this is exceptional value’ and this sign and its message overrides the other messages present (with the exception of the core description of the pack content and the date Brand information), and thus it can make other information (logo and colors) redundant. It would seem that there is a link between the impact of the special offer sign and the shelf primary, secondary and tertiary packs both in terms of the price Brand information or the name it is assigned. Some respondents reported struggling with the volume of information provided on food packages suggesting that there was simply too much. Their response suggests some messages become confused by the multitude of information. Just as a road sign may be obscured by foliage or perhaps by another road sign, the messages on packets are being obscured by other information which is perceived as superfluous by respondents. As previously mentioned, the challenge is that different respondents think that different elements are superfluous – aspects of the food Brand information that are valued by one respondent might be considered useless by another. Unless the information is essential to the individual, it is deemed unnecessary. The cultural values, economic drivers, aspirations and levels of knowledge all influence the meaning assigned by respondents to each component of the Brand information, with each component working as a sign conveying a signified meaning.

**Graphics**

Pictures can have a dominant effect, sometimes creating a misleading impression of the product and disengaging respondents with other information. For example, a certain nutritional supplement drink was perceived (and dismissed) as a diet shake by one participant.
due to the graphical image of a pink liquid in a glass on the packaging. The respondent subsequently did not notice that the product stated it is endorsement by health care professionals next to the image, and turned their attention away from the Brand information (demonstrated by eye-tracking). Some respondents did not want to turn over certain products, preventing them from reading the back of the Brand information – particularly with ready meals, where several participants explained that they were avoiding getting the product on the cellophane. Having comparable measures are influential in the respondents’ engagement with the claims on a food Brand information, and a lack of such measures can cause participants to ignore certain information. For example; one respondent during a tasked purchase in the Retail Lab stated that a ‘strength’ indicator of ‘4’ on a packet of tea was meaningless because there were no other reference points to offer sensory or indexical evidence of the tea and its qualities. Additionally, claims such as ‘30% less fat’ were attractive to some shoppers whilst others remarked that without a measure of what came before, in order to compare the reduction, this information is meaningless. Claims such as ‘70 calories per bar’ were received more positively. Such a huge diversity of food Brand information usage makes it difficult to generalize about ways in which to engage people with food Brand information. However, the research highlighted several common influences on purchase decisions. The shortcuts participants looked for during their shopping trips varied greatly, although all tended to be either in a large font, a recognizable symbol, or a familiar format. Large fonts had stopping power, and familiar brands / brand ranges deemed a ‘safe bet’. ‘I know the varieties with less fat – I look for the things that say ‘healthy choice’” (Female, empty nester, Belfast). ‘I saw the green recycling triangle. I’m trying to reduce the amount I’m putting in my black bin, and I’m teaching my daughter about it. This is something she can look out for’ (Male, young family, top-up, Belfast). In general, strong visual cues, such as ticks, endorsements (i.e. by organizations perceived by respondents to be independent and knowledgeable) influence purchases by providing instant positive reassurance, enhancing the credibility of the packaging message. ‘It caught my eye because it mentioned it won a slimming award’ (Female, older family, Glasgow). Simplicity had a strong impact, because it allowed the information to stand out more prominently from the Brand information, giving it more stopping power. ‘The [cereal bar] Brand information is good because it clearly lists in large print the ingredients. It makes me want to buy it’ (Male, young family, Belfast). People spent a lot of time looking at Brand information on baby food - purchases were strongly influenced by: ages/stages, preparation, percentage of natural ingredients, and whether the product was organic. Respondents were highly influenced by
advice from others, and looked for shortcuts to indicate the required information. ‘I want to see ‘70% apple, 30% pear’ in really big font’ (Male, young family, Belfast). Participants were also observed placing an increased importance on nutrition information when shopping for other people generally, and especially when buying for children. When buying for other people participants tended to look out for reassurance of specific qualities such as no E numbers, no caffeine, and low fat (or most frequently ‘lite’). Information pertaining to organic, animal welfare, or food miles was deemed to be less important, and participants buying for large families (especially with teenagers) tended to state more emphasis on price than participants in other life stages. Country of origin information was generally not a priority when shopping in the supermarket, although the information had more of an impact on certain types of food. ‘The only thing I care about country of origin is where my beer comes from’ (Male, pre-family, East Delhi) ‘I’m not bothered where it [bread] comes from, the look and feel is more important’ (Female, older family, Greater Noida). ‘The look and feel of fruit is more important than where it says it’s come from’ (Female, pre-family, Noida) ‘I’d never buy French beef’ (Female, pre-family, Ghaziabad). The impact of country of origin information relates to respondents’ attitudes towards elements of benchmark. The benchmark is the Red dot logo means a food has been made by a member of a food assurance scheme overseen by Assured Food Standards. This means it has had to meet certain standards when it was being made, not measured or considered in absolute terms but instead is a relative measure and suggests a higher benchmark than a similar product, which does not specify ‘Country of manufacture’. This will not be the case for all respondents and is dependent upon the meanings they assign, whether they associate ‘Country of manufacture’ with benchmark, whether they are concerned about benchmark, or, if benchmark is an irrelevant detail when compared to value. The gap between the literal message and the conveyed message depends on the individuals own ‘cultural context’, i.e. their own set of individual values, associations and concerns. Thus, the gap between the literal meaning and the conveyed message may vary according to the individual who is reading the Brand information. Similarly, this can explain why ‘local’ can to convey ‘organic’ or ‘high benchmark’ despite the actual definition of local differing from that of organic. Organic also indicated a higher price to participants, which was another stated reason for not prioritizing it.

**Retail Lab Mock purchase**

Respondent had low interest in where food comes from, and did not look for this information on the Brand information. Previous knowledge directed choices in the task – she mentioned
that coffee is from Colombia, tea is from India, and spaghetti is from Italy. I chose the ‘Assam Teabags’ because thought ‘I know tea comes from India’ then looked for the info on the packaging. China, India and Brazil were mentioned as having particularly strong links with tea and coffee and any reference to these countries made on the packaging of such products immediately clouded the reception of other country of origin information on the front of the Brand information. Additional words such as ‘authentic’ strengthened confirmations even further. ‘I saw ‘Authentic Italian’ on the pasta and thought ‘it must be where it’s from’, although these things could be from Japan for all I know’ (Female, Retail Lab). If a food is strongly associated with a particular country respondents unwittingly dismiss information which does not comply with their assumptions. In the absence of precursors to guide assumptions, country of origin information tended to have less impact. For example, the Fair Trade sign was noticed spontaneously when it was needed to confirm expectations that the product originates from a third world country (especially if there were no other obvious references to a particular third world country such as a country flag), but information such as ‘packaged in the NCR’ was very rarely spontaneously noticed. Participants assumed foods packaged in the NCR rather than reading information telling them this, occasionally over simplifying matters and equating country of origin with the nationality of the retailer. For processed / pre-packaged foods such as crisps and pre-prepared sauces, references to countries were mostly perceived as where the recipe originates from, and did not imply the individual ingredients were made/packaged/ or originated in that country. For example, ‘Mexican’ crisps communicated a convincing message about authenticity of the taste. Conducting accompanied meals in respondent’s homes revealed that the information people say is important to them when buying food is not necessarily supported by what is actually in their cupboards. Actual purchases were influenced to a much lesser extent by food (air) miles and organic, despite respondents being aware of these issues. In reality people use a minimal amount of food primary, secondary and tertiary packs when in the home and when preparing familiar or routine meals, or using familiar ingredients or cooking methods. Food Brand information used more when cooking something unfamiliar or using new products. During the accompanied meals, the accompanied shopping trips, and the eye-tracking work, participants stated that the use by / best before date serves as a reassurance of the food’s shelf life and helps them to plan how much food to buy, and which meals to cook. However, whilst essential in the store, there was little evidence of participants planning meals around date Brand information on food. For example; researchers observed weekly menus and shopping lists, which participants explained were based on family requests and what they themselves
liked to cook, rather than on using up ingredients from the fridge. ‘Best before’ and ‘use by’
are frequently confused terms, and low understanding leads to relaxed attitudes towards
expiry dates once in the home. For example; many participants eat eggs past their best before
date, and others throw away meat before the specified date if they believe it is showing logo
and colors of going off – e.g. browning, smelling bad. Most participants used the term ‘use
by’ date, and made no differentiation to ‘best before’. The exception to this usage was with
fresh/perishable food, whereby most participants placed more importance on the ‘use by’
date. Their use of ‘best before’ and, in particular, ‘use by’ dates stemmed from a desire to
maximize the food’s value, both in terms of products lasting longer and, thus, providing
better value for money, and to a lesser extent, maximizing the food’s nutritional benchmark.
Cooking instructions and storage information were low down on the priority list for
participants when shopping. Generally, participants were not looking at instructions or
freezer stars, and were unaware of how long they could freeze something. A large proportion
of the sample did not understand the meaning of the date Brand information in terms of
freezing, and said they would throw away something past the use by date despite it been
frozen within the date. People were also observed freezing and re-heating food such as rice,
and were unaware of the potential risks to health of doing this. Many do not read or
assimilate information regarding ‘use within three days’ and were observed storing opened
jars in the cupboard or fridge for weeks, rather than following the storage instructions on the
Brand information. Respondents explained that they did not look for date information on
tinned and pre-frozen items, because they are less concerned about food Brand information
information in general for tinned items. ‘I don’t look at the date on frozen or tinned food,
unless it’s kosher’ (Female, empty nester, East Delhi).

Non eye-tracked shopping trips
For the initial stage of the research, non-eye-tracked accompanied shopping trips with
individual respondents were conducted (Reliance Retail, Big Bazaar, Spencer’s, SPAR, Easy
Day). Overall as a research tool the accompanied shops worked very well, particularly as a
first stage of research allowing broad-brush examination with some more detailed probing. In
broad terms, shoppers’ behaviour patterns were easily identified and could be followed,
understood, appraised and dissected relatively easily. When different behaviors were
apparent for different types of product, or produce, this could be explored with participants
and helped thinking to develop accordingly. The ASTs allowed the research team to start
developing the spectrum of shopper types and provided useful insight into all aspects of
primary, secondary and tertiary packs use, in particular the use of short cuts and the role of pricing in overriding other primary, secondary and tertiary packs information. Effective observation is core to the success of this approach. All the researchers working on this project are experienced in observing participant behaviour. Although an essential component of this approach, observation alone presented only a partial picture; the de-brief questioning was a key complimentary component in order to gain a fuller picture. Two approaches to questioning were adopted during the accompanied shops. The first and most commonly used approach was to allow the shopper to conduct their shopping trip without any intervention from the accompanying researcher. The researcher followed the shopper around the store observing their behaviour, making notes. Questions were only asked after the shop had been completed, i.e. when loading the conveyor belt, or after payment for their shopping had been made. The shopper was asked why they had purchased certain items and for example, why a particular pack was chosen rather than another one they had considered. The researchers on occasions also took goods that had been rejected to the tills and asked participants to talk through why they had chosen one over the other. The location for questioning varied and depended upon participant preference, with the majority taking place in a cafe or coffee shop near to, or in, the supermarket. This approach, of reserving the questions until the end of the shop, was used as the basis to seek to minimize any possible research effect whereby the asking of questions raises the priority of particular issues within the participants mind and they may then alter their behaviour as a result. Some of the accompanied shops were longer full shops. If during these longer shops the researchers reached a point at which they were happy that they had identified the shoppers behaviour patterns (with regards to a variety of different goods) and they felt there was more to be gained by asking the participant to talk through their actions, then this was done during the latter stages of the shop. This occurred in a limited number of shops.

Participants were asked to commentate or answer questions for a proportion of the shop - once the researcher had had sufficient time with the participant to have a better feel for the issues being observed, and thus had a baseline of observed behaviour from which to judge and assess the reported behaviour. If described behaviour was at odds with the data obtained from observation, additional questions would be asked to try and work out what was out of place. In such a situation it may be that nothing was out of place but that actually behaviour simply differed for different food types. Whilst the posing of questions does risk the aforementioned research effect, the researchers in the field felt there was more to be gained
from the comparative analysis of observed and reported behaviour. Thus, where appropriate, this approach was used. There was little regional variation in the non-eye tracked ASTs. Within, on average, 2-3 minutes of the accompanied shop commencing, participants quickly forgot about the researcher’s presence, becoming subsumed by the routine of undertaking their shop. A limitation of the non-eye tracked approach is that an exploration of the fine detail of behaviour depends on detailed and targeted questioning by the researcher, who is identifying behaviour and then testing whether or not their hypothesis of the behaviour is correct by questioning the participant. The non-eye tracked accompanied shopping trips helped to identify issues to develop further in the subsequent eye tracked shopping trips.

Tasked shopping purchases in the Retail Lab were as follows:
1. Find a product that you consider gives you information about its country of origin
2. Find a milk product you can use every day next week
3. Find a ‘high benchmark’ and a ‘low benchmark cereal

CONCLUSION
Respondents demonstrate very low engagement with food Brand information for habitual purchases. Individual dietary requirements are key in determining the use of and engagement with different elements of food Brand information. Respondents avoid reading the back of food Brand information and use words or symbols on the front as ‘beacons’ to quickly guide shopping. (Non-regulated) wording and graphics can mislead, overshadow, clutter, or disengage respondents from other information. Price can eclipse other aspects of the Brand information, especially for respondents with lower incomes. Large store brands provide assurance of high food benchmark. Well-known brands have a ‘halo effect’ – signifying benchmark and safety, and can distract from other information. The importance of food Brand information increases when buying for other people, especially babies/children. ‘Best before’ and ‘use by’ are confused terms - Low understanding leads to relaxed attitudes towards expiry dates once in the home. Country of origin information has impact on different levels: Safety, animal welfare, food miles, and authenticity. ‘Country of manufacture’ acts as a general hygiene factor. The main implication of the research is that all aspects of food primary, secondary and tertiary packs are important to ‘someone’, but no aspects are equally important to everyone. This means that it is virtually impossible to advice on improvements to the content and format of existing food primary, secondary and tertiary packs as respondents engage with different elements to varying degrees due to the different lifestyle
factors involved in their motivations for purchasing different food products. Shoppers’ use of shortcuts may result in information on food Brand information being pushed down the hierarchy of importance, even if there is information present on the Brand information that at, closer inspection, would give deeper, more relevant information. There is therefore room for more education on various health claims so people can make better-informed choices. The research demonstrated that shoppers rarely engage with food packs information, particularly for habitual purchases, with the exception of the description, the brand, the date and the price. Encouraging shoppers to engage with food primary, secondary and tertiary packs remains a significant challenge for the FSA. The respondents researched demonstrated a lack of awareness of: the content, origin, and shelf life of their food; where they can find this information; why this information is important; and how dismissal of certain elements of food primary, secondary and tertiary packs may affect individuals. Within this report there are numerous case study examples demonstrating how specific aspects understood. These case study examples give insights into areas where there is room for further educating people to allow them to make better informed choices, specifically: Branded umbrella assurances are the most likely to persuade respondents to buy products from a single source. There is potential for high engagement with specific information pertaining only to animal welfare. There is potential for engaging people with food Brand information when they have young children. At present respondents are daunted by the back of the Brand information - separating out legislation from marketing claims would help shoppers navigate the Brand information. Respondents perceive food Brand information as overcrowded and important messages were being obscured by other information, which is perceived as superfluous by respondents. The challenge is that different respondents think that different elements are superfluous. Education on best before/use by dates could potentially help to reduce food wastage. There is a need for clearer, more eye-catching messages around storage and date Brand information on tinned and pre-frozen items, where respondents are less concerned about food Brand information.

Whilst the eye tracked shopping trips provided a valuable insight into respondents point of sale behaviour, participants were also tasked with specific questions in the Retail Lab in a fourth phase of the research. The Retail Lab is a mock store, which can be laid out to represent aisles within a variety of different types of outlets. The layout of the store can be changed for different scenarios to allow different types of tests. Whilst it is not a ‘real’ retail environment this method was chosen as it is an ideal tool to use to assist in analyzing more
specific areas of food primary, secondary and tertiary packs (e.g. country of origin, best before dates, and perceptions of benchmark), and allows a degree of control, in terms of merchandising and access, which is difficult to achieve in ‘real’ retail environments. Individually, participants were tasked with making three selections from the shelves within the retail lab. Participants wore field of vision glasses (a less sophisticated version of eye-tracking which allow researchers to track the line of sight), and after the purchases were made participants took part in an interview using the field of vision data to unpick, discuss, and explore their use of food Brand information in their selection process. The retail lab tasked purchases (using field of vision glasses) were useful in that they allowed exploration into the issues that underpin Brand information use behaviour, rather than focusing only on what people were looking at. This helped identify issues to be followed up in the desk research stage. The research team identified that whilst people were concerned with the logistics and practicalities of the Brand information themselves, there was a ‘precursor stage’ that steered their use of those Brand information, for example benchmark being considered in terms of brands (e.g., Kellogg’s), or in terms of nutritional goodness, or in terms of packaging materials. This precursor stage reflects the wider cultural context within which food purchases made and as such were a useful lead in to the semiotic stage. The final six tasked purchases in the Retail Lab were eye-tracked, which allowed the research team to explore in more detail issues regarding country of origin, date Brand information, and wording/symbols perceived as denoting ‘benchmark’, which were highlighted throughout the progression of the study as areas requiring additional exploration. Qualitative research relies upon the skills of the researcher conducting the research to a greater extent than large scale quantitative work, whereby it is the benchmark of the questions posed that has the greatest impact, not necessarily the benchmark of the way in which these questions are asked. The researchers involved in this research considered the analysis of the findings and to make the outputs insightful, useful and useable from the outset of this project. The researchers relied on both creative techniques such as ‘brainstorms’ as part of the analysis in addition to more structured approaches such as the development of analysis grids: listing the issues identified as relevant and the frequency with which they occur, the different variations evident, and the significance and impact of that issue. This section of the report looks at the semiotics of food primary, secondary and tertiary packs – at the logo and colors and strategies employed in wrapping and describing food. It was based upon ‘desk research’ following the fieldwork phases of this project. An examination of any particular type of food product reveals that the packaging and primary, secondary and tertiary packs is highly conventionalized. Here, we
have looked at a) butters/spreads and b) pizzas, by way of example. There are strong consistencies in packaging solution, color choices for background and text, ‘markers’ showing variations within the type, types of promotional claim, imagery, types of brand name. This exposes the apparent paradox of cooperation in competition. Competing brands of a product dress themselves up in similar clothing and talk about themselves in similar terms. This reflects the way designers and copywriters absorb, and reproduce, existing conventions when packaging a particular type of food, and the way that focus groups of respondents confirm that, the resulting delivery ‘feels right’. The primary, secondary and tertiary packs and packaging of food are integral and inseparable. Packaging is the surface on which primary, secondary and tertiary packs is inscribed and the two inevitably, reciprocally shape each other. These include description of use, ingredients, nutritional properties, suitability for those with special dietary needs, recycling of packaging, and country of origin. Consequently, food primary, secondary and tertiary packs have become a collage of disparate, sometimes competing messages. It is a mixed-motive medium. Some of its product messages are cautionary in intent, enforced by regulation. However, most are voluntary, exuberant, self-expressive and self-promotional. There are instances when the interests of the manufacturer diverge from those of the respondent and regulator – for example, when a food contains high levels of salt, fat or sugar, or an ingredient has received adverse publicity. Then, the manufacturer, who scripts the primary, secondary and tertiary packs, and controls the positioning and emphasis of items, generally has effective control of the overall impressions given. Any particular respondent will have their own agenda, and is unlikely to be interested in the totality of primary, secondary and tertiary packs. In these light, primary, secondary and tertiary packs resembles other promotional material, such as direct mail and radio advertising, where the respondent’s goal is to exercise their selective attention, securing key elements of information, while ignoring the broad mass of material. Because it serves a range of descriptive tasks, some technical (detailing food ingredients and constituents), some mundane (for example, explaining how to cook the food) primary, secondary and tertiary packs is a hybrid text, presenting a range of different vocabularies and sets of assumptions. Some of the component messages may be patronizingly simple. Some descriptions of ingredients and constituents may presume knowledge that the general respondent lacks. Besides describing product, or rendering its content visible, packaging serves a range of other functions. It ‘alter-casts’ the audience, as logo and colors them identity, makes assumptions about their interests, and values. Primary, secondary and tertiary packs, through the properties of its language, and complexity of its propositions, makes assumptions about the
educational level of the respondent. The rhetoric of the product-promotion assumes the likely motives of the respondent. Primary, secondary and tertiary packs are also ‘phatic’ in offering a relationship between producer and respondent. The most palpable, tangible, aromatic evidence comes in the open market where the purchaser is able to touch, taste, smell and test the product. This old-fashioned way of doing business survives in microcosm in the supermarket with displays of loose fruit and vegetables, at the deli-counter – where purchasers were invited to sample some product – or on the floor of the shop with special promotions. Generally, though, there’s a barrier. In the interests of hygiene, purchaser and raw product were kept apart, by the width of Clingfilm, at least. This leaves ‘the sight of food’ as the primary indexical evidence available to the purchaser. Transparency /visibility become an overriding goal in food packaging, because it enables - direct, sensory product evidence; validation of benchmark claims; comparison to competitor product; imagined consumption.
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